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as she explores the New York City singles' scene. With the click of a button, her adventures begin: On one date, she's dumped before the first kiss; on another, she dons
full HAZMAT gear; she meets a tattooed folk singer turned investment banker, an undercover agent who tracks illegal exotic animals, and dozens of other colorful,
captivating personalities. Giving them each her signature "pants speech"—her pants aren't coming off unless she has a real connection with someone—she desperately
wants to push past the awkward small-talk phase to find true love, but finding "the one" is starting to feel impossible. That is, until she meets Luke, who is
sophisticated, funny, and not to mention, hot. Alison finds herself falling for Luke harder than any guy she's dated and finally letting her walls down, but will he stick
around or move on to his next match? Match Made in Manhattan is a fast-paced, contemporary story about the struggles of dating in the digital age. Replete with
online profiles, witty dialogue, and a super-supportive group of female friends, this all-too-real and relatable debut novel will have readers laughing, crying, and rooting
for Alison all the way to the end.
Perfect Match-Lila Monroe 2017-11-13 I have sixty days to make this maverick billionaire fall in love… with somebody else! Jack Callahan has the hottest smile in tech.
And as for his ass…ets - well, there’s a reason he’s the biggest playboy in town. But thanks to douche-bro investors and my snake of a college nemesis (don’t ask), he’s
also my last shot to take my new dating app from kick-ass idea to world-conquering, million-dollar reality. There’s just one problem: he doesn’t believe you can make a
program for love. With my future on the line, I set him a challenge: if I can use the app to find his soulmate, he’ll invest in my company. Simple, right? Wrong. It turns
out, Jack’s cocky attitude pushes my buttons - in all the sexiest, most infuriating ways. My research tells me he’s the absolute worst guy in the world for me… so why
can’t I keep my hands off him? And with my deadline approaching fast, how will I choose between my big break - or a broken heart? Find out in the latest laugh-outloud romantic comedy from Lila Monroe! Lucky in Love series: 1. Get Lucky 2. Bet Me 3. Lovestruck 4. Mr Right Now 5. Perfect Match 6. Christmas with the Billionaire
"I laughed my ass off. Let me know if you find it. I wish I'd written this book." -- Kayti McGee "I've NEVER had SO MUCH FUN while reading a book! This was insanely
good" -- Shayna's Spicy Reads "Get Lucky is an enchanting, steamy, delightful read I never wanted to end" -- Angie's Dreamy Reads "One of the funniest, light hearted,
free spirited novels I have ever read... An absolute joy to read." - Bloggers From Down Under "This.Book.Is.SOOOO.Funny! What is the best way to describe it? It's like
a cross between The Hangover and...a steamy romance novel...hahaha. SO SO steamy. I'm surprised my kindle didn't start smoking. But more importantly, it was funny
and endearing." -- Micah Liesel's Book Blog
Nice Girls Don't Bite Their Neighbors-Molly Harper 2012-02-28 The fourth book in the sexy, “hilariously fun,” (Romantic Times“Top Pick”) romantic comedy series
about a children’s librarian turned vampire—perfect for fans of Katie Macalister and MaryJanice Davidson. WITH THIS RING, I THEE DEAD... Just as Jane Jameson’s
unlife seems to be stabilizing, fate sinks its fangs firmly into her butt. Despite her near-phobia of wedding planning, her no-frills nighttime nuptials to her sexy
boyfriend, Gabriel, are coming along smoothly. That is, until she turns a fatally wounded teenage acquaintance, and the Council pronounces her responsible for the
newborn vamp until he can control his thirst. Jane’s kitchen barely holds enough Faux Type O to satiate the cute teen’s appetite and maintain Gabriel’s jealous streak at
a slow simmer. As if keeping her hyperactive childe from sucking the blood out of the entire neighborhood isn’t enough to deal with, the persnickety ghost of Jane’s
newly deceased grandma Ruthie has declared war on the fanged residents of River Oaks. Suddenly choosing monogrammed cocktail napkins and a cake she can’t even
eat seem downright relaxing in comparison. Tensions inside the house are growing…and outside, a sinister force is aiming a stake straight for the center of Gabriel’s
heart. Most brides just have to worry about choosing the right dress, but Jane fears that at this rate, she’ll never make it down the aisle for the wedding all nice girls
dream of…
Return Engagement-Lynn Michaels 2003-09-01 Act one ... girl leaves boy.
The Marriage Game-Sara Desai 2020-06-09 One of Oprah Magazine's Most Anticipted Romances of 2020 A high stakes wager pits an aspiring entrepreneur against a
ruthless CEO in this sexy romantic comedy. After her life falls apart, recruitment consultant Layla Patel returns home to her family in San Francisco. But in the eyes of
her father, who runs a Michelin starred restaurant, she can do no wrong. He would do anything to see her smile again. With the best intentions in mind, he offers her
the office upstairs to start her new business and creates a profile on an online dating site to find her a man. She doesn’t know he’s arranged a series of blind dates until
the first one comes knocking on her door… As CEO of a corporate downsizing company Sam Mehta is more used to conflict than calm. In search of a quiet new office,
he finds the perfect space above a cozy Indian restaurant that smells like home. But when communication goes awry, he's forced to share his space with the owner's
beautiful yet infuriating daughter Layla, her crazy family, and a parade of hopeful suitors, all of whom threaten to disrupt his carefully ordered life. As they face off in
close quarters, the sarcasm and sparks fly. But when the battle for the office becomes a battle of the heart, Sam and Layla have to decide if this is love or just a game.
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Match Me If You Can-Susan Elizabeth Phillips 2009-10-13 You met star quarterback Kevin Tucker in This Heart of Mine. Now get ready to meet his shark of an agent,
Heath Champion, and Annabelle Granger, the girl least likely to succeed. Annabelle's endured dead-end jobs, a broken engagement . . . even her hair's a mess! But
that's going to change now that she's taken over her late grandmother's matchmaking business. All Annabelle has to do is land the Windy City's hottest bachelor as her
client, and she'll be the most sought-after matchmaker in town. Why does the wealthy, driven, and gorgeous sports agent Heath Champion need a matchmaker,
especially a red-haired screw-up like Annabelle Granger? True, she's entertaining, and she does have a certain quirky appeal. But Heath is searching for the ultimate
symbol of success -- the perfect wife. And to make an extraordinary match, he needs an extraordinary matchmaker, right? Soon everyone in Chicago has a stake in the
outcome, and a very big question: When the determined matchmaker promised she'd do anything to keep her star client happy . . . did she mean anything? If Annabelle
isn't careful, she just might find herself going heart-to-heart with the toughest negotiator in town.
His Perfect Partner-Priscilla Oliveras 2017-09-26 Three very different Latina sisters. Three dazzling talents with ambition—and passion—to burn. And in this warmhearted, sexy new series, three chances to figure out if the path to success can also lead to lasting love . . . Ad executive Tomás Garcia shouldn't even be thinking about
his daughter’s alluring dance teacher, Yazmine Fernandez. Burned by a shattering divorce, he's laser-focused on his career—and giving his young daughter, Maria, the
secure home she deserves. Plus, he's certain that with her talent, Yaz will be leaving Chicago and heading back to Broadway as soon as she can. But Yaz's generous
spirit and caring concern are sparking a desire Tomás can't resist—and doesn't want to let go . . . For Yaz, good-looking workaholics like Tomás simply can't be part of
her life ever again. She owes it to herself to get back her confidence and fulfill the dreams her papá could not. She's glad to spend time with Maria—and taste the
family life she feels she can never have. And she’s sure that she and Tomás can keep their attraction under control because there's so much at stake. But each
unexpected intimacy, each self-revelation, makes the fire between them grow hotter with every step—and every risk to their hearts . . . “Page-turning plot, great
characters, a sparkling debut!” —Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author “Warm and witty, this wonderful debut novel from Priscilla Oliveras celebrates the best
of love and family. Looking forward to more from this fabulous author!” —Shirley Jump, New York Times bestselling author
Lady Abigail's Perfect Match-Sophie Barnes 2019-10-29 A kiss can cure any ailment… Lady Abigail has been infatuated with Mr. James Townsbridge for three years.
But when she is finally introduced to him, she finds him arrogant and rude. Unfortunately, this doesn’t stop her heart from racing or her stomach from flip-flopping
while in his presence. In fact, being near him makes her feel somewhat ill. Which complicates matters when they are suddenly forced to marry. James doesn’t like the
aloof young lady to whom he has recently been introduced. And since he has a blistering headache, he doesn’t have the patience for someone who clearly doesn’t want
to be in his company. But when she lands in his lap and he accidentally rips her gown, his duty is clear. Now James must try to get along with his awful fiancée, or risk
living unhappily ever after. But is that possible?
The Sweet By and By-Todd Johnson 2009-02-17 “Gentle, sensitive...sometimes funny, occasionally sad, and ultimately life-affirming.” —Winston-Salem Journal The
Sweet By and By is the story of five southern women of different ages and from very different backgrounds whose lives come together in a journey of courage, hope,
and humor. First-time author Todd Johnson—who was a co-producer with Oprah Winfrey of Broadway’s The Color Purple—makes an indelible literary mark with a
debut novel that bestselling author Adriana Trigiani (Very Valentine) calls, “heartfelt and stunning.” People magazine chose The Sweet By and By as one of its “Great
Reads for Your Book Club,” saying, “Steel Magnolias fans will love this one.”

Eve Met Her Match-Anna Cleary 2014-02-14 A When Honey Got Married... Novella Eve hoped to make one last play for the groom-who-got-away...but instead the downon-her-romantic-luck actress instead found herself in dark corners with his successful, seductive cousin.
A Father for Christmas, Sweet Holiday Romance-Rachelle Ayala 2015-07-06 2015 Readers' Favorite Gold Award Winner Single mother Kelly Kennedy can't afford lavish
gifts for her four-year-old daughter, Bree. Homeless veteran Tyler Manning doesn't believe he deserves a Merry Christmas. When Bree asks Santa for a father and
picks Tyler, both Tyler and Kelly vow to keep Bree from being hurt while fighting their feelings for each other. Tyler struggles with frightening flashbacks that scare
Kelly. Meanwhile, Kelly's criminal past threatens her chance for happiness. Tyler and Kelly must believe in the power of love to give Bree her best Christmas ever. A
Veteran's Christmas Series: Book #1, A Father for Christmas Book #2, A Pet for Christmas Book #3, A Wedding for Christmas Collect all three for a heartwarming
holiday experience.
A Wedding for Christmas, Sweet Holiday Romance-Rachelle Ayala 2016-12-16
Flirt Fearlessly-Rachel DeAlto 2013-06-01 Flirting comes naturally to some, but others often need a little practice before they feel confident approaching and engaging
people they find attractive. "Flirt Fearlessly" provides a little pick me up, and reminds readers that they have all they need to attract and connect with others already
inside of them. "Flirt Fearlessly" covers the pre-flirt preparation, to the must-go flirting locations, the five steps to super flirt, and the post-flirt followup. In a nutshell,
"Flirt Fearlessly" provides an A to Z guide on getting your flirt on!
Game Changer-Sylvie Stewart 2019-07-18 There are three things I know about New York so far: everybody is late for something, nobody has a freakin’ clue what sweet
tea is, and King Kong himself is still alive and well and has taken the form of a growly blacksmith named Mac. This is no shifter story and I’m not his prey, although I
wouldn’t say no if he asked for a little taste. I’ve been saddled with interviewing the beast to secure my new dream job in publishing, but his intense stares and
monosyllabic responses are making my job impossible. I just need to get this over with and move on to navigating my new life and career. I’ve got this, right? But my
professional and personal challenges are proving bigger than I realized, and Mac might be the only one who truly understands this game. He’ll be my biggest ally if I let
him—and the way he keeps saying my name makes me really want to let him. The thing is, this city is known for breaking hearts, and it doesn’t care if you’re the new
girl in town or the beast who calls it home. Game Changer is a slow-burn standalone romantic comedy with an emotional punch. Grab your copy and spend the night
with Poppy and Mac!
A Pet for Christmas, Sweet Holiday Romance-Rachelle Ayala 2015-08-15 2016 Readers' Favorite Honorable Mention Kelly Kennedy thought her life was finally on track.
Engaged to the man of her dreams and with a baby on the way, she reassures her five-year-old daughter, Bree, that the father she picked for Christmas still loves her.
Unfortunately, war veteran Tyler Manning has been away most of the year. Recovering from PTSD isn’t easy. Rather than worry Kelly, Tyler spends his time traveling
to Afghanistan to work at a children's charity he founded. Kelly decides to distract Bree with promises of a pet for Christmas. When Tyler is taken hostage by terrorists
in Afghanistan, she finds it hard to convince Bree that they will truly be a family in time for Christmas. A Veteran's Christmas Series: Book #1: A Father for Christmas
Book #2: A Pet for Christmas Book #3: A Wedding for Christmas Collect all three for a heartwarming holiday read.
Kitty, It's Cold Outside-Rachelle Ayala 2019-11-12 Little did mailman Mick Jolly know that delivering a kitten to an abandoned millhouse would change his life, past,
present, and future. Mick Jolly suffers from youngest son syndrome, eclipsed by his popular older brothers. Instead of receiving love letters, he reads his brothers' fan
mail on the sly. One dark evening, he drives through a snowstorm to deliver a package, only to find a kitten inside. When Mick returns to the abandoned millhouse with
cat food, he encounters a beautiful woman wearing Victorian Christmas clothes. Katherine Gills is waiting for her lover to return. The only problem, she has been
waiting for years, maybe hundreds. When Mick comes through her doorway with a bag of cat food, she believes he is the man to deliver her from her endless cycle of
Christmas heartbreaks. Together, Katherine and Mick uncover a cache of lost letters, a curse around her family tree, and a budding new romance in a world of past and
present Christmases, aided by a kitten who wants to get in from the cold.
The Devil's Match-Amo Jones 2018-02-20 Psychopath/ˈsʌɪkəpaθ/nounA person suffering from chronic mental disorder with abnormal or violent social
behaviour.synonyms: madman/madwoman, mad person, deranged person, maniac, lunatic, psychotic, sociopath- informalan unstable and aggressive person.informal/2F R O S TEllaSince I was a little girl, I have been surrounded by hate, death, murder, and slavery. I've been guarded my whole life by my brother--Raze, the
kingpin of the underworld and the most feared individual in the United States of America. And then further more guarded when I found out the president of The Devil's
Own MC was my long lost half-brother. Being tossed around from one extreme protection to another has left a part of me yearning to break out of it's cage. The part
that I've tried to sugar coat and hide, because if she's unleashed, everyone would see just how much like my brothers I am.Panting, wanting, needing to unleash the
side of me I've always known was there.My secret is mine and my brothers.Only they know what I hide and why I hide it. How I fight for love because if I don't, my rage
would win and I'd be a mere shadow of the girl people have grown to know.But I broke.And the man who held the hammer that shattered the walls I spent years
building to cage in my rage--was a psychopath.
Miss Match-Laurelin Paige 2015-06-30 Welcome to the sexy, crazy, wildly unpredictable world of modern matchmaking, where fixing up strangers is part of the
job—but falling in love is an occupational hazard... HE'S THE PERFECT CATCH. Blake Donovan is tall, handsome, rich, and successful—so why would a guy like him
need a matchmaker? Andrea Dawson has no idea, but a job is a job. After being blackballed from a career in marketing, Andrea agreed to use her unique profiling skills
to play matchmaker out of pure desperation. But when she meets her highly eligible—and particular—first client face to face, she wonders what she's gotten herself
into... IS SHE HIS PERFECT MATCH? Blake knows exactly the kind of woman he's looking for—and it's the total opposite of Andrea. Though smart and undeniably
sexy, she is simply too headstrong for a man who's used to being in charge. Still, Blake's blood pressure rises whenever she's near him. How can he explain the
smoldering attraction that sizzles between them? And how can Andrea deny she's feeling it, too? Maybe, just maybe, they've finally met their match...
Cold Sassy Tree-Olive Ann Burns 2007 Young Will Tweedy becomes chaperon, conspirator, and confidant to his renegade grandpa, E. Rucker Blakeslee, and the old
man's young new wife, Miss Love Simpson, in a new edition of the classic novel set against the backdrop of Cold Sassy, Georgia, at the beginning of the twentieth
century. Reprint.
Reckless-S.C. Stephens 2013-03-05 When the band hits it big, Kiera and Kellan must ask themselves if their love can survive the pressures of superstardom. The
friendships they've formed and the new family they've found, the history they've built together will all come together to help them figure out if their relationship can
triumph over the trials of the band's exploding popularity. A starlet who will do anything to get ahead - including throw Kiera under a bus - and the reappearance of
Denny, Kiera's former boyfriend, are just two of the obstacles the lovers must overcome to be together forever. But if they can survive, their love will blossom like never
before.
Sassy Cat-Julie Rose 2018-08-31 Sassy Cat provides humor and witty inspiration from the perspective of a cat. Under the premise that laughter is the best medicine,
allow Sassy cat to brighten your day with her sassy humor and the natural ease and composure that comes so easily a cat.
Maid to Match-Deeanne Gist 2010 A CBA Bestselling Author -- From the day she arrives at the Biltmore, Tillie Reese is dazzled -- by the riches of the Vanderbilts and by
Mack Danvers, a mountain man turned footman. When Tillie is enlisted to help tame Mack's rugged behavior by tutoring him in the ways of refined society, the
resulting sparks threaten Tillie's efforts to be chosen as Edith Vanderbilt's lady's maid. But the stakes rise even higher when Mack and Tillie become entangled in a
cover-up at the town orphanage.
Little Sister Is Not My Name!-Sharon M. Draper 2009 Fashion-savy Sassy does not like being the smallest student in her fourth-grade class, until a family emergency
calls for a pint-sized hero.
The Bad Boy Meets His Match-Kristin Miller 2016-04-24 When lingerie-store owner Cora Brennan plans a getaway at a quaint mountain retreat, she never expects her
cabin neighbor to be the playboy she spent a memorable night with in college. Desire blazes into something deeper this time, but she's still healing from a bad breakup
and he's already set-up a first date with someone else. Can they finally admit their true feelings for each other before love is lost to them again?
Match Made in Manhattan-Amanda Stauffer 2018-01-23 After two intense, dead-end relationships, serial monogamist Alison finds herself confused, lonely, and
drastically out of touch with the world of modern dating. Refusing to wallow, she signs up for a popular dating app and resolves to remain open-minded and optimistic
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Sassy-Doris Parmett 1989
Him & Her (Bwwm Curvy Romance)-Shelby Mitchell 2015-08-04 I want to hate her but can't. She left me and nothing is right--until I find a dangerous reason to fight
for love. After Nori's abrupt decision to move out in the middle of the night and cut off all communication with him, Micah spirals out of control to the point his
company is on the verge of collapse and he's turning into a public drunken spectacle. For Nori, the man-child who looks more like a real-life super hero than a brilliant
game programmer is the one person who makes her life crazy. Is her safety worth the magnetic pull to be with him? When events and people threaten real danger, the
threat forces them to come together. Undeniable chemistry takes over and they're powerless to deny the force. Join Micah and Nori as they fight ghosts of past hurts
and enemies of real flesh and blood to see if theirs is a love worth saving. Note: This is the romantic suspenseful continuation and ending of the steamy romantic story
of Micah and Nori, told from his point of view. Book Two takes up where Book One left off and is best enjoyed by reading Book One first. Him & Her Book Two is the
continuation of a contemporary love story full of romantic suspense, wit and insane chemistry between a man and woman moving in different directions until fate
intervenes to offer them a new one--with each other. This sexy, fun, exciting and witty novel by Shelby Mitchell is a BWWM (Black Woman White Man) interracial
contemporary romance full of suspense and steamy passion that contains adult subject matter, descriptive and explicit sex, strong adult language and mature topics
including sex between a billionaire and a curvy, voluptuous black woman. For adults only--Not suitable for readers under 18.
Miracles and Mistletoe-Cait London 1995-10-25 Miracles And Mistletoe by Cait London released on Oct 25, 1995 is available now for purchase.
Destination Wedding-Robyn Neeley 2013-06-10 Wedding planner Kate Ashby’s fear of flying is eased by a sexy stranger and one slow lip lock that rockets her into
another obit. CEO Luke Cannon has just traded seats with his identical twin. Little did he know that an innocent kiss while pretending he was his brother would soon
create havoc. What happens in the air doesn’t stay up there. Once on tropical land, Kate believes that the handsome stranger who gave her the best kiss of her life is
now her new client, Drew Cannon, fiancé to the beautiful and wealthy Lauren Kincaid. While Kate struggles with the intense feelings she thinks she has for Drew, Luke
discovers Kate’s been hired to plan his brother’s destination wedding. He also realizes the initial sparks they shared 30,000 feet up are now mistakenly aimed at Drew.
Can Luke get Kate to realize that the feelings she has are for him? He’s got forty-eight hours in paradise to try. Sensuality Level: Behind Closed Doors
Holiday Wedding-Robyn Neeley 2014-12-08 Going home for Christmas this winter just might turn Drew Cannon into a real Grinch. When his college sweetheart, Lauren
Kincaid, broke off their engagement a year ago, Drew retreated to Tokyo to run the Asia-Pacific division of the family's toy company and lick his wounds. If that weren't
enough, his attempt at a high-profile holiday doll for the company was a bust. Now he's headed back to New York City to spend the holidays with his love-struck dad,
his pissed-off twin brother, and the ex who broke his heart. Lauren isn't exactly keen to spend Christmas with her former flame, either. But as JDL Toys's marketing
director, she's forced to deal with their doll problem, holiday or not. Things take a turn for the worse when she and Drew are tasked with planning surprise nuptials for
his brother. With all their focus on happily-ever-after, Lauren and Drew soon discover things might not be so settled between them after all. Can a holiday wedding
offer them a second chance at forever? Sensuality Level: Behind Closed Doors
The Westing Game-Ellen Raskin 2020 A Newbery Medal Winner For over thirty-five years, Ellen Raskin's Newbery Medal-winning The Westing Game has been an
enduring favorite. This highly inventive mystery involves sixteen people who are invited to the reading of Samuel W. Westing's will. They could become millionaires-it
all depends on how they play the tricky and dangerous Westing game, a game involving blizzards, burglaries, and bombings Ellen Raskin has created a remarkable cast
of characters in a puzzle-knotted, word-twisting plot filled with humor, intrigue, and suspense. Winner of the Newbery Medal Winner of the Boston Globe/Horn Book
Award An ALA Notable Book A School Library Journal One Hundred Books That Shaped the Century "A supersharp mystery...confoundingly clever, and very funny." --
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Booklist, starred review "Great fun for those who enjoy illusion, word play, or sleight of hand." --The New York Times Book Review "A fascinating medley of word
games, disguises, multiple aliases, and subterfuges--a demanding but rewarding book." --The Horn Book
The Perfectly Imperfect Match-Kendra C. Highley 2017-07-10 Pitcher Dylan Dennings has his future all mapped out: make the minors straight out of high school, work
his way up the farm system, and get called up to the majors by the time he’s twenty-three. The Plan has been his sole focus for years, and if making his dreams come
true means instituting a strict “ no girls” policy, so be it. Lucy Foster, needlepoint ninja, big sister to an aspiring pitcher, and chicken advocate, likes a little mayhem.
So what if she gets lost taking her brother to baseball camp...at her own high school? The pitching coach, some hotshot high school player, obviously thinks she’s a hot
mess. Too bad he’s cute, because he’s so not her type. Problem is, they keep running into each other, and every interaction sparks hotter than the last. But with Dylan’s
future on the line, he has to decide whether some rules are made to be broken... Disclaimer: This book contains a crazy night of moonlit skinny-dipping, a combustible
crush, and kisses swoony enough to unwind even the most Type A athlete. Each book in the Suttonville Sentinels series is STANDALONE: * The Bad Boy Bargain *
Swinging at Love * The Perfectly Imperfect Match
The Casserole Queens Make-a-meal Cookbook-Crystal Cook 2013 Features recipes for casseroles, salads, side dishes, and desserts, in a text with gluten-free and
diabetic-friendly recipes, vegetarian options, and serving ideas.
Her Purrfect Match-Milly Taiden 2020-04-26 Paranormal Dating Agency Book 3 (STANDALONE)Alyssa Moran is tired of being the old cat lady with no man. She has
very specific needs and goes to visit Mrs. Wilder at the Paranormal Dating Agency. Shockingly enough, she is promised a man who likes cats, wants kids, likes curves
and will be wild in bed.Grayson Green needs a mate. Fast. But he refuses to be pushed into anything. That is, until a curvy funny woman shows up in his territory
saying she's there for him. Who is he to argue when someone as delectable as Alyssa decides she wants to give herself to him?Of course, not all is at it seems and some
people want Alyssa gone and Gray dead. If Gray mates, the future of his pride will be sealed and no one can argue his place as leader. Unless it can be stopped before
they ever get a chance to make some cubs. He will have to work hard at convincing a human she's the only one for him or lose his pride and his mate.Reader Note: This
book contains scorching sex (the kind that will make you sweat and need ice cream), adult language (he's a very dirty talker and we like it), and violence. If this is not
the kind of stuff you like to read, skip this book. However, if you like dirty, raunchy sex with a growly tiger on one funny curvy girl, then this is right up your alley.
Enjoy!
The Ultimate Wine Lover's Guide 2005-Fred DuBose 2004
Meeting His Match-Katee Robert 2014-07-21 A satisfying category romance from Entangled's brand new Lovestruck imprint... This CEO has finally met his match...
When New York matchmaker Addison St. Claire is tasked with matching her best friend's new brother-in-law, she almost refuses. But the sexy southern CEO turns out
to be a challenge she can't resist, because if anyone needs to meet his soul mate, it's this man. And if matching him with someone else removes the temptation of being
near him? Even better. The last thing Caine McNeill needs is a matchmaker—especially a gorgeous redhead who spouts nonsense about soul mates, critiques what he
drives and how he dresses, buys him a dog, and pesters him about a million little things he couldn't care less about. It's a crying shame he has to keep his hands off
because chemistry like what's flaring between them ought to be explored. Thoroughly. And so the battle begins. Addison is determined to stick to her plan of setting
him up on dates with other women, and Caine is equally determined to ignore these women and seduce her.
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